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Before They Were Titans, Moguls &
Newsmakers, These People Were...
Few events arouse more teenage angst than the springtime arrival of college rejection letters. With next fall's college
freshman class expected to approach a record 2.9 million students, hundreds of thousands of applicants will soon be receiving the dreaded letters.
Volume 3 Issue 3

Teenagers who face rejection will be joining good
company, including Nobel laureates, billionaire philanthropists, university presidents, constitutional scholars, best-selling
authors and other leaders of business, media and the arts who
once received college or graduate-school rejection letters of
their own.

Meredith Vieira

Ted Turner

Both Warren Buffett and
"Today" show host Meredith Vieira
say that while being rejected by the
school of their dreams was devastating, it launched them on a path to
meeting life-changing mentors. Harold Varmus, winner of the Nobel
Prize in medicine, says getting rejected twice by Harvard Medical
School, where a dean advised him
to enlist in the military, was soon
forgotten as he plunged into his
studies at Columbia University's
med school. For other college rejects, from Sun Microsystems cofounder Scott McNealy and entrepreneur Ted Turner to broadcast
journalist Tom Brokaw,

Warren Buffett

the turndowns were minor footnotes, just ones they still remember
and will talk about.

opportunity." Mr. Buffett regards
his rejection at age 19 by Harvard
Business School as a pivotal episode
in his life. Looking back, he says
Rejections aren't uncomHarvard wouldn't have been a good
mon. Harvard accepts only a little
more than 7% of the 29,000 under- fit. But at the time, he "had this feeling of dread" after being rejected in
graduate applications it receives
each year, and Stanford's acceptance an admissions interview in Chicago,
rate is about the same. "The truth is, and a fear of disappointing his faeverything that has happened in my ther.
life...that I thought was a crushing
As it turned out, his father
event at the time, has turned out for responded with "only this uncondithe better," Mr. Buffett says. With
tional love...an unconditional belief
the exception of health problems,
in me," Mr. Buffett says. Exploring
he says, setbacks teach "lessons that other options, he realized that two
carry you along. You learn that a
investing experts he admired, Benjatemporary defeat is not a permanent min Graham and David Dodd, were
one. In the end, it can be an
teaching at Columbia's graduate
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business school. He
dashed off a late application, where by a stroke of
luck it was fielded and accepted by Mr. Dodd.
From these mentors, Mr.
Buffett says he learned
core principles that guided
his investing. The Harvard
rejection also benefited his
alma mater; the family
gave more than $12 million to Columbia in 2008

Lee Bollinger

Columbia University President
Lee Bollinger was rejected as a
teenager when he applied to
Harvard. He says the experience cemented his belief that
it was up to him alone to define his talents and potential.
His family had moved to a
small, isolated town in rural
Oregon, where educational
opportunities were sparse. As
a kid, he did menial jobs
around the newspaper office,
like sweeping the floor.
Mr. Bollinger recalls
thinking at the time, "I need
to work extra hard and teach
myself a lot of things that I
need to know," to measure up
to other students who were

through the Susan
Thompson Buffett Foundation, based on tax filings. The lesson of negatives becoming positives
has proved true repeatedly, Mr. Buffett says. He
was terrified of public
speaking—so much so
that when he was young
he sometimes threw up
before giving an address.
So he enrolled in a Dale

Harold Varmus

"going to prep schools, and
having assignments that I'm
not." When the rejection letter arrived, he accepted a
scholarship to University of
Oregon and later graduated
from Columbia Law School.
His advice: Don't let rejections control your life. To
"allow other people's assessment of you to determine
your own self-assessment is a
very big mistake," says Mr.
Bollinger, a First Amendment author and scholar.
"The question really is, who
at the end of the day is going
to make the determination
about what your talents are,
and what your interests are?

Carnegie public speaking
course and says the skills
he learned there enabled
him to woo his future
wife, Susan Thompson, a
"champion debater," he
says. "I even proposed to
my wife during the
course," he says. "If I had
been only a mediocre
speaker I might not have
taken it."

John Schlifske

That has to be you." Others
who received Harvard rejections include "Today" show
host Meredith Vieira, who was
turned down in 1971 as a
high-school senior. At the
time, she was crushed. "In
fact, I was so devastated that
when I went to Tufts
[University] my freshman year,
every Saturday I'd hitchhike to
Harvard," she says in an email.
But Ms. Vieira went on to
meet a mentor at Tufts who
sparked her interest in journalism by offering her an internship. Had she not been rejected, she doubts that she
would have entered the field,
she says.
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And broadcast journalist Tom Brokaw, also rejected as a teenager by
Harvard, says it was one of a series
of setbacks that eventually led him to
settle down, stop partying and commit to finishing college and working
in broadcast journalism. "The initial
stumble was critical in getting me
launched," he says.
Dr. Varmus, the Nobel laureate and president of Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center in New
York, was daunted by the first of his
two turndowns by Harvard's med
school. He enrolled instead in grad
studies in literature at Harvard, but
was uninspired by thoughts of a career in that field.
After a year, he applied again
to Harvard's med school and was
rejected, by a dean who chastised
him in an interview for being
"inconstant and immature" and advised him to enlist in the military.
Officials at Columbia's medical
school, however, seemed to value his
"competence in two cultures," science and literature, he says.
If rejected by the school you
love, Dr. Varmus advises in an email,
immerse yourself in life at a college
that welcomes you. "The differences
between colleges that seem so important before you get there will seem a
lot less important once you arrive at
one that offered you a place."
Similarly, John Schlifske, president of
insurance company Northwestern
Mutual, was discouraged as a teenager when he received a rejection
letter from Yale University. An aspiring college football player, "I wanted
to go to Yale so badly," he says. He
recalls coming home from school the
day the letter arrived. "Mom was all
excited and gave it to me," he says.
His heart fell when he saw "the classic thin envelope," he says. "It was
crushing."
Yet he believes he had a

deeper, richer experience at Carleton College in Minnesota. He says
he received a "phenomenal" education and became a starter on the
football team rather than a benchwarmer as he might have been at
Yale. "Being wanted is a good
thing," he says.
He had a chance to pass
on that wisdom to his son Dan,
who was rejected in 2006 by one
of his top choices, Duke University. Drawing on his own experience, the elder Mr. Schlifske told
his son, "Just because somebody
says no, doesn't mean there's not
another school out there you're
going to enjoy, and where you are
going to get a good education."
Dan ended up at his other top
choice, Washington University in
St. Louis, where he is currently a
senior. Mr. Schlifske says, "he
loves it."
Rejected once, and then
again, by business schools at Stanford and Harvard, Scott McNealy
practiced the perseverance that
would characterize his career. A
brash economics graduate of Harvard, he was annoyed that "they
wouldn't take a chance on me
right out of college," he says. He
kept trying, taking a job as a plant
foreman for a manufacturer and
working his way up in sales. "By
my third year out of school, it was
clear I was going to be a successful executive. I blew the doors off
my numbers," he says. Granted
admission to Stanford's business
school, he met Sun Microsystems
co-founder Vinod Khosla and
went on to head Sun for 22 years.
Paul Purcell, who heads
one of the few investmentadvisory companies to emerge
unscathed from the recession,
Robert W. Baird & Co., says he
interpreted his rejection years ago

by Stanford University as evidence that he had to work
harder. "I took it as a signal that,
'Look, the world is really competitive, and I'll just try harder
next time,'" he says. He graduated from the University of
Notre Dame and got an MBA
from the University of Chicago,
and in 2009, as chairman, president and chief executive of Baird,
won the University of Chicago
Booth School of Business distinguished corporate alumnus
award. Baird has remained profitable through the recession and
expanded client assets to $75 billion.
Time puts rejection letters in perspective, says Ted
Turner. He received dual rejections as a teenager, by Princeton
and Harvard, he says in an interview. The future America's Cup
winner attended Brown University, where he became captain of
the sailing team. He left college
after his father cut off financial
support, and joined his father's
billboard company, which he
built into the media empire that
spawned CNN. Brown has since
awarded him a bachelor's degree.
Tragedies later had a
greater impact on his life, he says,
including the loss of his father to
suicide and his teenage sister to
illness. "A rejection letter doesn't
even come close to losing loved
ones in your family. That is the
hard stuff to survive," Mr.
Turner says. "I want to be sure to
make this point: I did everything
I did without a college degree,"
he says. While it is better to have
one, "you can be successful without it."
By: Sue Shellenbarger
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The Smart Diner

Location
353 North Pass Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
(818) 846-2327
Price Range: $$
Accepts Credit Cards: Yes
Attire: Casual
Good for Groups: Yes

Good for Kids: Yes
Takes Reservations: Yes
Take-out: Yes
Waiter Service: Yes

Wheelchair Accessible: Yes
Outdoor Seating: Yes
Good for: Lunch
Alcohol: None

After months of construction and preparation, Bea Bea’s is now open for business. The restaurant is located at 353 North Pass Ave. formally location of the Santa Fe Café. They boast a beautifully sleek style with bold
colors on the walls and simple dark wood furniture. Entrées are moderately priced ranging from $5 to $25. They
offer lunch and dinner items, but their specialty is breakfast.
I went to Bea Bea’s one morning to try it out. Their service was friendly and welcoming. The restaurant
had only a few patrons possibly because of the early hour. I sat and sipped my coffee and enjoyed the music coming out of the speakers. They boast an eclectic library of tunes including Sade, The Beatles & Corinne Bailey Rae. I
pondered over the menu and finally decided on the Original Belgian Waffle and a side of Turkey Sausage. The
waffle was gigantic, sprinkled with powdered sugar. It was crisp on the outside and fluffy on the inside, just the
way I like it! The sausage however was not the best, a little too over seasoned, but for the most part the meal was
very satisfying. Throughout the morning the restaurant became increasingly crowded. If you find yourself in the
Burbank/Toluca Lake area between the hours of 9:00 a.m. & 10:00 a.m. then give Bea Bea’s a try, otherwise the
crowd may be a little too large.

Breanna gives it:
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Letter from the President
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WHY?
What is your “why?” In
other words, what motivates you
to do what you do in your professional life and your personal life?
How is your “why” unique? Or is
it unique? Most people work to
pay their bills. They get married
because they think they want to
have a family. Does it really need
to be more complicated than that?
Every business and every
person in it requires money in order to live, but money is not a
“why,” it is a result of a “why.”
Furthermore, the longer a business
or an individual does the things
they do, the reason they do it becomes more important than what
they get from doing it. For example, Apple started by inventing and
selling ground-breaking computers
and transformed over time into an
innovator that changes lives by
developing transformative technology. Today, that technology
happens to be computer-focused,
but one day it could involve everything except computers. The why of
Apple has become more important
than the what. Even more telling is
the fact that people will pay Apple
more for what they do because
they are really buying why they do it.
Thirty years ago, Smart
Post Sound accidentally built a
pretty big post production sound
business by doing what Apple
does on purpose…thinking in reverse.

We started with why we do it
and then delivered what we do.
“Sound” was associated with mixing stages, but we were a sound
company that had no mix stages.
Imagine an airline with no airplanes.
What we did have was the
one thing other sound companies
lacked…a why.
We wanted to create great
soundtracks. We wanted to be a
good partner to our clients. We
wanted to offer our employees security in an industry that didn’t
provide much. We wanted to work
on the best stage in town on the
dates our clients wanted to mix.
We wanted to be held responsible
for everything, especially those
things that weren’t our fault. Like
all businesses, we hated competition, so we created a unique business that had no competitors…the
accountability business. There
literally was no sound company in
the world that did what we did the
way we did it.
We embraced our competitors and called them “partners”
because they had the mixing stages
we wanted to use as long as they
provided excellent service to our

clients. If they failed to provide
excellent service, we would rebate
the client because we had brought
them to that facility. Our why was
“to transform the post production sound process into a stressfree, economical, creative, smart
experience.
We wanted to be a good
partner, not a profiteer. We
wanted to create a more userfriendly organization for clients,
staff, and, yes, even competitors.
Three decades, 13 Emmys, 32
Golden Reels, and $250 million
dollars later it’s fair to say that
our “why” turned out to be more
like a “wow!”
People buy the why, not
the what. As a result, SPS has
now entered the most challenging
phase of its development. We
now have our own mixing stages.
You say “great!” You scream
“long overdue!” You tell producers, “SPS is a sound company
with mix stages. We also have
talented mixers and editors.
Please use us for your show.”
This is a pretty boring sales pitch.
Aside from the fact that the message lacks a compelling argument
in favor of SPS, it poses other
bigger problems.

Clients rightfully ask, “What
happened to partnership?” They wonder, “Will SPS still book us on the best
stage available on the days we want to
mix, or will we only be booked on their
stages?” Our facilities partners wonder
if we’ll continue to bring them business
or whether they’ll have to strike out on
their own and actually compete with
us. Suddenly, Smart Post Sound, a
company that had no competitors for
so many years, has lots of them. Yuck!
Now that our “what” has become bigger, it’s time to revisit our
“why.” Clients don’t buy what you do,
they buy why you do it. We now have
dubbing stages just like Todd A-O. We
have great mixers just like Warner
Bros. So new dubbing stages cannot be
the primary reason that people want to
buy what we sell. As we start looking
more and more like other sound companies, we need the industry to perceive Smart Post Sound as a different
kind of sound company.
We do that by focusing on “why.”
We built our state-of-the-art
dub stages not simply to make money,
but to provide a unique experience tailored to the needs of each client. We
created a culture where our interests
will never be put ahead of our clients.
We fashioned each stage environment
to address a specific kind of need
(small, medium, and large) but we also
insured that the sound tracks created in
one room will play perfectly in the others. We incorporated “off-air” DVR
recording so that clients can compare
the show they mixed with the air copy
in the same environment. We identify
and vet compatible stages both here in
our own neighborhood and throughout the world so that our clients are
confident that they will mix their project on the best stage available on their

preferred dates. Most importantly, we
make it easy for creators to create…
editors, mixers, producers, and directors.
At the heart of our mission is the motto:
“Partnership before Salesmanship.” As
with all transformative organizations, our
staff reflects our “why.” The staff nurtures the partnership with our clients on
a level that is not common within our
industry, and any result other than complete satisfaction is rare and never acceptable. Whether you edit, mix, or provide support, it is your ability to work
effectively and creatively on virtually any
dub stage or ADR stage in the world that
creates the reality of our partnership with
our clients. They are always supported by
their SPS team wherever geography may
require them to work.
So, when people ask you what
we do around here, try leading with why.
Tell them SPS is a unique company that
specializes in “out-of-the-box” thinking
to solve the growing post production
challenges faced by our clients. These
include a constantly changing workflow,
a growing need for creativity, and economic constraints that grow more challenging each year. We demonstrate our
uniqueness through partnerships with
clients, competitors, and our staff, and
an ongoing process of positive reinvention designed to produce the very best
soundtrack art. Sometimes, when it
serves the overall vision for a project or
the needs of a client, we work on some
of the best mixing stages in the world.
Ours!

By: Joe Melody
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Smart Post News
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April 29, 2010
~A dump truck caught fire outside of
our 919 building and shut Hollywood
Way down for most of the afternoon.
FOLEY walker Tim Chilton, decided
this was a great opportunity to work
on his upper body... in the middle of
North Hollywood Way. Why not?!?!
Dempsey
Dressed in his Smart Post best, Dempsey recovers from a
minor health scare in his corner at 405 Riverside Dr.

White Irish Drinker
The crew from John Gray’s film
White Irish Drinker takes a quick
break to snap a picture! From left:
Melissa Gray, Terry O’Bright, John
Gray, Mike Graham, Keith Rogers,
Neil Mandleberg, & Marty Wareski.
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Annual Smart Post Sound In & Out Party!
It’s that time of year again! The 5th annual
Smart Post Sound In & Out burger party has
been scheduled. Festivities will be held at our
usual 405 Riverside Dr. location beginning at
6:30 p.m. On July 28th, 2010.
Evite to be sent out soon… so stay tuned!!!

Is that FOUR patties?!?!
Can you do it? Come find out on July
28th!
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The

Superstar
Effect

Competitors playing a match
against Bobby Fischer, perhaps the greatest chess player of all time, often came
down with a mysterious affliction known
as "Fischer-fear." Even fellow grandmasters were vulnerable to the effect, which
could manifest itself as flu-like symptoms, migraines and spiking blood pressure. As Boris Spassky, Mr. Fischer's
greatest rival, once said: "When you play
Bobby, it is not a question of whether
Ms. Brown argues that
you win or lose. It is a question of
the superstar effect is not just
whether you survive."
relevant on the golf course. Instead, she suggests that the presRecent research on what is
ence of superstars can be "deknown as the superstar effect demonstrates that such mental collapses aren't
motivating" in a wide variety of
limited to chess. While challenging com- competitions, from the sales
petitions are supposed to bring out our
office to the law firm. "Most
best, these studies demonstrate that
people assume that competing
when people are forced to compete
against an elite performer makes
against a peer who seems far superior,
everyone else step up their game
they often don't rise to the challenge.
and perform better," Ms. Brown
Instead, they give up.
says. "But the Tiger Woods data
The negative effect of superstars demonstrate that the opposite
has been most clearly demonstrated in
can also occur. It doesn't matter
professional golf, which for the last dec- if the superstar is an athlete or a
ade has been dominated by Tiger
corporate vice president. After
Woods. Next week, Mr. Woods ends his all, why should we invest a lot
self-imposed exile from the game and
of energy in a tournament that
returns to the PGA Tour at the Masters we're probably going to lose?"
Tournament, in Augusta, Ga. It will be
Ms. Brown discovered
his first competition since November,
the superstar effect by analyzing
when he won the JBWere Masters in
data from every player in every
Australia.
PGA Tour event from 1999 to
According to a paper by Jennifer 2006. She chose golf for several
reasons, from the lack of
Brown, an applied macroeconomist at
"confounding team dynamics"
the Kellogg School of Management at
to the immaculate statistics kept
Northwestern University, Mr. Woods is
by the PGA. Most important,
such a dominating golfer that his presence in a tournament can make everyone however, was the presence of
else play significantly worse. Because his Mr. Woods, who has dominated
competitors expect him to win, they end his sport in a way few others
have. The numbers back up the
up losing; success becomes a selflegend: When Mr. Woods's
fulfilling prophecy.

break from golf began, in November, he had a World Golf
Ranking score of 16.169, which
was nearly twice the total of the
next two players. He has more
career major wins than any
other active golfer, and has
been awarded PGA Player of
the Year a record 10 times.
Such domination appears to be deeply intimidating.
Whenever Mr. Woods entered
a tournament, every other
golfer took, on average, 0.8
more strokes. This effect was
even observable in the first
round, with the presence of
Mr. Woods leading to an additional 0.3 strokes among all
golfers over the initial 18 holes.
While this might sound like an
insignificant difference, the average margin between first and
second place in PGA Tour
events is frequently just a single
stroke. Interestingly, the superstar effect also varied depending on the player's position on
the leaderboard, with players
closer to the lead showing a
greater drop-off in performance. Based on this data, Ms.
Brown calculated that the
"superstar effect" boosted Mr.
Woods's PGA earnings by
nearly $5 million.
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The Intimidators
Superstars who have struck fear in the hearts of their opponents.

Muhammad Ali
He called himself the "greatest," and the 6-foot-3
heavyweight champion was an intimidating figure
in the ring. But he could get intimidated too. Before his 1964 fight against Sonny Liston, "I was
scared to death," he later said. He won anyway.

Jack Welch
Jack Welch served as chief executive of General
Electric from 1981 to 2001; in that time, the company's market cap grew from $14 billion to over
$400 billion. His 20-70-10 managing philosophy
calls for ranking employees in the top 20%, middle
70% and bottom 10%, and managing them up or
out.

Babe Ruth
It took decades for ball players to break Babe
Ruth's single-season and career home-run stats.
He's been called the first celebrity athlete, and
appeared in advertisements for everything from
chewing tobacco to underwear.
The six-time NBA champion, who often tops the lists
of all-time greatest athletes, helped popularize
basketball world-wide. Former New Jersey Nets
coach John Calipari once said of Mr. Jordan, "It's
like playing blackjack against the dealer; he ain't
losing."

Michael Jordan

The analysis is really
an investigation into economic tournament theory, which looks at competitive situations in which success is
based on relative performance, and
not absolute metrics. (It's the difference between a sports game and a
standardized test.) Modern management practice assumes that the best
way to maximize employee performance is to institute sports-like tournaments, in which people compete directly against each other. Consider,
for instance, the competitive structure put in place by former CEO
Jack Welch at General Electric. He
instituted what became known as the
20-70-10 rule: the top 20% of employees got generous financial bonuses, and the bottom 10% were
"managed out."

nonlinear incentive structure. The
lawyers know that most of them
won't be retained," she says. "They
either win the competition, or they're
let go." The problem with such competitions is that when a superstar is
present—when one of the legal associates is perceived as the clear favorite—every other lawyer is less likely
to exert maximum effort. Because we
assume we're going to lose, we decide to cut our losses, which leads to
an overall decrease in employee effort. The cutthroat competition
made people less competitive.

“The same phenomenon
seems to also affect students taking
the SAT. In a paper released last
year, researchers from the University
of Michigan and the University of
Haifa compared average SAT scores
with the average number of students
There is little doubt that, in many
in test-taking venues in all 50 states,
situations, such incentive structures
and found that students who took
lead to motivated employees, workthe SAT in larger groups did worse.
ing hard for the top spots. But the
They concluded that the mere
presence of a superstar can reverse
this dynamic, so that instead of trying knowledge of their competitors—the
our best we accept the inevitability of sight of all of those other students
scratching in their answers in the
defeat.
same room—decreased motivation.
According to Ms. Brown, the super- Ms. Brown argues that, unless firms
star effect is especially pronounced
with internal competitions take the
when the rewards for the competisuperstar effect into account, they
tion are "nonlinear," or there is an
might actually end up with the worst
extra incentive to finish first. (We
possible outcome: Employees who
assume that the superstar will win, so are both unhappy and unmotivated.
why chase after meaningless scraps?) Sometimes, hiring the best job candiJust look at golf: Not only does the
date might not be the best idea.
tournament winner get a disproporA little competition can be
tionate amount of prize money, but
productive, of course. The relationhe or she also gets all the glory.
ship between rivals can take curious
Ms. Brown cites the competition
forms—Ernest Hemingway and F.
among newly hired associates at a
Scott Fitzgerald were enemies as
law firm as another example of a
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The Intimidators Continued
Superstars who have struck fear in the hearts of their opponents.

Then, they have to make sure
that they hit the little white
ball with a smooth stroke,
making contact at the center
of the putter head and letting
the club move to the inside
When it comes to Tiger after impact. For an inexperiWoods's superstar effect, loss
enced player, a golf putt can
of motivation may not be the
seem like an endless checklist
only factor. In fact, one alterof do's and don'ts.
native explanation is that golfBut the mental exertion pays
ers play worse against Mr.
Woods because they are trying off, at least at first. Ms.
Beilock has shown that novtoo hard. According to this
ices hit better putts when
theory, the mere sight of the
they consciously reflect on
superstar makes his competitheir actions. The more time
tors especially anxious, since
they spend thinking about
they know that defeating Mr.
the putt, the more likely they
Woods will require a perfect
round. (They also don't want to are to avoid beginner's mistakes and sink the ball in the
look bad on national television.) And so they obsess over hole.
their swing, determined to not
A little experience,
make any embarrassing errors.
however,
changes everything.
Unfortunately, such thoughts
After golfers have learned
almost always backfire: We're
how to putt—once they have
so worried about hitting the
ball straight that we send it ca- memorized the necessary
movements—analyzing the
reening into the weeds. In
stroke is a dangerous waste
other words, we choke.
of time. Ms. Beilock has
Sian Beilock, a professor of
found, for instance, that
psychology at the University of when experienced golfers are
Chicago, has helped illuminate forced to think about their
the cascade of mental events
putts, they hit significantly
that lead professional athletes
worse shots. All those conto fall apart on the fairway. She scious thoughts erase their
uses golf as her experimental
years of practice; the grace of
paradigm. When people are
talent disappears. "We bring
learning how to putt, it can
expert golfers into our lab,
seem like a daunting activity:
we tell them to pay attention
There's just so much to think
to a particular part of their
about. Novice golfers need to
swing, and they just screw
hold the putter properly and
up," Ms. Beilock says.
keep their shoulders square.
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much as they were friends, but
each helped the other's writing.
"Rivalry adds so much to the
charms of one's conquests,"
Louisa May Alcott has said.

Secretariat
In the 1973 Belmont Stakes, the chestnut racehorse
won by an astounding 31 lengths. Secretariat set
multiple records and won $1.3 million in his two-year
racing career.

Roger Federer
Often called the best tennis player of all time, the Swiss
pro tennis player is currently ranked No. 1. He recently won
his 16th Grand Slam title at the Australian Open. "He was
a lot better than me tonight," said his opponent, Andy
Murray, after the match.

"When you are at a high level, your skills
become somewhat automated. You don't
need to pay attention to every step in
what you're doing."
This is what happens when people "choke." Because the performers are
nervous, they begin analyzing actions
that are best performed on auto-pilot.
When playing against Mr. Woods, for
instance, golfers might start second
guessing their drive, a skill they've honed
through years of practice. Instead of elevating their game to compete with the
superstar, his intimidating talent makes
them think like a beginner. They regress
before the crowd.
And it's not just physical performers who
are vulnerable to choking during competition. When students are placed in a
high-pressure competition solving difficult math problems—Ms. Beilock offers
them cash rewards for winning—they
perform significantly worse than students who are told to simply try their
best. (The effect is especially pronounced
among top performers.) According to
Ms. Beilock, the anxiety triggered by the
tournament eats up precious mental resources, thus making it harder to come
up with the answer. We try harder and
do worse.
In the early 1960s, the psychologist Sam Glucksberg demonstrated that
the same effect could also inhibit creativity. He gave subjects a standard test of
creativity known as the Duncker candle
problem. The "high drive" group was
told that the person solving the task in
the shortest amount of time would receive $20. The "low drive" group, in contrast, was reassured that their speed didn't matter. Here's where the results get
weird: The subjects with an incentive to
think quickly took, on average, more
than three minutes longer to find the
answer. Experiments like this have led
Ms. Beilock to conclude that people

should be skeptical of evaluations based
on a single high-stakes performance.
Competing against a superstar
could make people even more likely to
choke. "Anything that makes us more
aware of superior performance will also
make us more aware of our own performance, which can be a bad thing,"
Ms. Beilock says. "That's why it's always
best to sit at the front of the class when
taking a hard test. You don't want to
start comparing yourself to anybody
else."
Regardless of the precise explanation for
the superstar effect—are golfers quitting
on themselves or thinking too much?—it
remains to be seen whether Mr. Woods's
all-too-human errors will weaken the superstar effect.
Ms. Brown predicts that the long-term
power of the superstar effect will ultimately depend on Tiger's golf performance, and not his marriage. "The effect
all but disappears when Woods isn't playing well," Ms. Brown says. "And if he
doesn't play well after returning, then it
probably won't persist for very long." A
superstar, after all, has to continually
prove his superstar status. The pressure
of that burden might even get to Tiger
Woods.
—Jonah Lehrer is the author of "How We
Decide" and "Proust Was a Neuroscientist."
By: Jonah Lehrer
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Client Satisfaction Survey
Let us know how we did!!!
Please give us your feedback and circle the number that best fits your answer:

1). With regard to your Sound Supervisor, how satisfied were you
with their creative input and Dub stage performance?

1= “Out of Sync”

5= “Soundtrack Art”

1

2

3

4

5

2). With regard to your ADR, how satisfied were you with your
ADR supervisor’s timeliness of the ADR notes and Dub stage
performance?

1

2

3

4

5

3). Considering the facility staff and the service they provided,
how satisfied were you with their ability to meet your requests
with a friendly, positive attitude?

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4). At the completion of your project, how satisfied were you with
the attention paid to all delivery acquirements?
5). How likely would it be for you to use Smart Post on future
projects?
6). How likely would it be for you to recommend Smart Post to
others?

About You
Please tell us what you do:
Post Supervisor _____ Associate Producer _____ Producer _____ Co-Producer _____
Director _____ Picture Editor _____ Post Production Executive _____
Other (Please Specify) ____________________
Project Name ____________________
***Please print, remove and return to Pam Eastman***
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The Smart Comic

ADR, FOLEY & Mix Stages
919 North Hollywood Way
Burbank, CA. 91505
Phone: (818) 303-1436
Fax: (818) 729-1930
Email:
bmosley@smartpostsound.com
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We’re on the Web!
Www.smartpostsound.com

Editorial
405 Riverside Dr.
Burbank, CA.
91506
Phone: (818) 845-8050
Fax: (818) 845-8008
Email: info@smartpostsound.com

May 2010
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
1

2 Happy B-day
Wayne Gordon

3

4 Happy B-day
Pam Eastman

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 Happy B-day
Kevin Meltcher

14

15

16

17

18 Happy B-day 19
Larry Benjamin

20

21 Happy B-Day 22

25

27

28

23 Happy B-day 24
Anton Holden
30

26

Blake Marymor

29

31

June 2010
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

9

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15 Happy B-day 16 Happy B-day 17

18

19

20

21

22 Happy B-day 23

25

26

Nate Arrigoni,
Adriane Marfiak
Sue Jesse & Mary
McEwen
Steve Grubbs &
Randy Thomas

27

28

29

30

24

